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The Union of the Electricity Industry–EURELECTRIC is the sector association representing the common interests of

the electricity industry at pan-European level, plus its affiliates and associates on several other continents.

In line with its mission, EURELECTRIC seeks to contribute to the competitiveness of the electricity industry, to

provide effective representation for the industry in public affairs, and to promote the role of electricity both in the

advancement of society and in helping provide solutions to the challenges of sustainable development.

EURELECTRIC’s formal opinions, policy positions and reports are formulated in Working Groups, composed of

experts from the electricity industry, supervised by five Committees. This “structure of expertise” ensures that

EURELECTRIC’s published documents are based on high-quality input with up-to-date information.

For further information on EURELECTRIC activities, visit our website, which provides general information on the

association and on policy issues relevant to the electricity industry; latest news of our activities; EURELECTRIC

positions and statements; a publications catalogue listing EURELECTRIC reports; and information on our events and

conferences.
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EURELECTRIC pursues in all its activities the application of
the following sustainable development values:

Economic Development

Growth, added-value, efficiency

Environmental Leadership

Commitment, innovation, pro-activeness

Social Responsibility

Transparency, ethics, accountability
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAIRS

- PUBLIC CONSULTATION -

Questionnaire for the public consultation on
enhancing the coherence of EU financial services legislation

The European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee is launching a public consultation on
ways to further enhance the coherence of EU financial services legislation. Given the transition to a single rule
book in financial services across the EU and the EU legislator's willingness to have "all financial markets,
products and actors covered by regulation" it is increasingly important to ensure that legislation fits together
seamlessly. The consultation will feed into a programme of reflection to determine future priorities for the
remainder of this mandate and to inform the priorities for the incoming Parliament in 2014.  All interested
stakeholders, including academics and informed individuals, are invited to complete the Committee's
questionnaire by 12 noon CET on Friday 14 June and send it by e-mail to: econ-
secretariat@europarl.europa.eu. All responses to the questionnaire will be published, so please do not send
any confidential material with your response. Please make sure you indicate the identity of the contributor.
Anonymous contributions will not be taken into account.
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Individuals

Name of respondent:

Position:

Contact details:

Organisations

Name of organisation: EURELECTRIC

Name of contact point for response: Charlotte Renaud – Advisor Market Unit

Contact details:

EURELECTRIC

Boulevard de l’Impératrice, 66

1000 Bruxelles – Belgium

crenaud@eurelectric.org – Tel: +32 2 515 10 55

Main activity of organisation: The Union of the Electricity Industry - EURELECTRIC is the sector
association which represents the common interests of the electricity industry at pan-European level, plus
its affiliates and associates on several other continents. We currently have over 30 full members which
represent the electricity industry in 32 European countries.

Registration ID in the Transparency register (where applicable): 4271427696-87



QUESTIONS

1. Are there specific areas of EU financial services legislation which contain overlapping
requirements?  If so, please provide references to the relevant legislation and explain the
nature of the overlap, who is affected and the impact.

Currently, several legislative initiatives are under  discussion in European institutions with  the
aim  of  improving  the  financial  market  monitoring and enhancing the robustness of the wide
financial system. Some proposals intend also to cover commodities derivatives in general.

On the other side, over the past decade, the European Union has sought to develop a liberalized and
more integrated energy market in Europe with an objective of increasing efficiency, reducing
energy costs for customers and strengthening security of supply. Central to this policy is
development of liquid and efficient wholesale markets for electricity, gas and carbon products. The
European Commission and national energy regulators have deployed considerable resources to
facilitate the developments of such markets which will support efficient risk allocation, dynamic
cross-border trade, and effective competition.

Although the energy industry working alongside the European Commission has made substantial
progress towards the development of wholesale markets, there is still potential for further progress
in respect to maturity, depth and liquidity of certain geographic and product markets for electricity
and gas still remain. At the same time, the substantial results already achieved remain fragile, and
an excessive extension of financial regulation to the energy sector might reverse them, by
introducing disproportionate regulation including significant cash and capital funding
requirements, higher transaction costs and reduced competition and flexibility in trading venues.
The impact of these new obligations will reduce funds that firms have available for investment in
crucial new energy infrastructure and increase the levels of risk in the sector by making it more
expensive for firms to hedge their commercial risk.

These very significant costs and consequences may not be balanced by benefits in terms of
investor protection, financial resilience, or market transparency. Energy companies trade
exclusively with sophisticated professional counterparties, do not provide investment services and
deal on own account. The market has robust arrangements in place for dealing with credit risk,
which have already proved successful in containing the effect of defaults. Moreover, energy
companies are already subject to extensive sector-specific regulations designed to ensure market
integrity and transparency.

While EURELECTRIC fully supports the aims of improving the financial market monitoring and
enhancing the robustness of European financial system, EURELECTRIC continues to advocate that
energy companies, with a predominantly physical energy supply business, are substantially different
from financial institutions: they do not pose systemic risk, do not provide investment services, do
not deal with non-professional retail clients. Financial regulation (MiFID, CRD, MAD, EMIR and
FTT under consideration) is not suitable for the energy sector and could create severe unintended
consequences: higher costs for managing risks related to the commercial activity, higher entry
barriers, lower liquidity and fewer players in the market. We strongly believe that the best approach
for energy and carbon markets is a tailor-made regulatory framework in which ACER (Agency for
the Cooperation of Energy Regulators) and national regulatory authorities (NRAs) play a central
role. Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 (REMIT) and transparency guidelines are the appropriate
tools. It introduced a framework to regulate insider dealing and market manipulation tailored on the
needs and dynamics of wholesale energy markets. It is a reasonable and proportionate response
because it addresses the only concerns that the energy market could create to the ‘real economy’.

Most energy companies are currently exempt from MiFID. If they were to lose this exemption
under MiFID II (currently being discussed), they would be classified as financial institutions and



thus be forced to use central clearing for all their OTC standard derivatives trades (under EMIR)
which would nullify the specific provisions for non-financials and to comply with capital
requirements designed for financial institutions (under Capital Requirements Directive) once the
current exemption expires. If physically settled forwards are to be classified as financial instruments
under MiFID II, this would also imply that the Market Abuse Directive will apply, broadly reducing
the scope of application of the sector specific regulation, REMIT. As a result, most energy
companies would be subject to a regulatory framework that has been designed for the effective
regulation of financial institutions. These requirements would discourage risk management
activities, reduce liquidity and divert capital away from crucial investment in energy infrastructure
including renewables. We are concerned that the combination of these effects will undermine the
development of a liberalised and integrated internal energy market and potentially increase energy
prices.

There is no reason to impose on most energy companies measures equivalent to those applying to
financial counterparties under EMIR either. Energy markets are driven by the need to hedge assets
and other risks and not by speculative purposes. It is essential to ensure that the methodologies used
to qualify activities as hedges under EMIR remain meaningful and consistent across Member States
given the potential impact such qualification will have under EMIR but also MiFID 2/MiFIR.

We would like to stress one additional point regarding third country legal equivalency of OTC
regulations which is implied by EMIR. Since energy companies are subject to EMIR and this legal
piece imposes specific obligations for those companies that own businesses outside the EEA, the
lack of legal coordination between the EU and such countries imposes disproportionate obligations
on energy companies (e.g. double reporting and risk mitigation techniques among them). This also
shows how unfit EMIR is regarding the energy sector.

Furthermore, as already mentioned on several occasions, many electricity companies will most
probably be subject to both Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 (EMIR- European Market Infrastructure
Regulation) and REMIT as regards to transaction reporting requirements. Given the subject
complexity of the forthcoming obligations and in order to avoid any sort of duplication of reporting,
EURELECTRIC has been calling on the relevant regulatory authorities since the beginning of the
process to define reporting requirements in the most coordinated way and allow an appropriate and
aligned implementation period for non-financial companies. Market participants expected the
European Commission, in cooperation with ACER and ESMA (European Securities and Markets
Authority) to define rules guaranteeing that derivatives contracts reported under EMIR do not need
to be reported again, are easily accessible to ACER and already comply with REMIT reporting
requirements (for all data fields) . There was a clear commitment from the legislators (e.g. art. 8.3 in
REMIT) but one cannot but notice that notwithstanding our repeated calls, we did not get yet any
more clarity on this key issue. Once again, we call for a close cooperation between the European
Commission, ACER and ESMA to provide a high level of clarity for the market participants
required to report and hope to get the European Parliament’s support on this issue.

2. Are there specific areas of EU financial services legislation in which
activities/products/services which have an equivalent use or effect but a different form are
regulated differently or not regulated at all?  If so, please provide references to the relevant
legislation and explain the nature of the difference, who is affected and the impact.

3. Do you consider that the way EU financial services legislation has been transposed or
implemented has given rise to overlaps or incoherence? If so, please explain the issue and where
it has arisen, giving specific examples of EU financial services legislation where applicable.

As mentioned in our response to question 1, we would like to reiterate here our concerns regarding the
lack of cooperation and coordination between ESMA and ACER, in particular regarding the reporting



obligations under EMIR and REMIT. Once again, we call for a close cooperation between the
European Commission, ACER and ESMA to provide a high level of clarity for the market participants
required to report. In particular, Trade repositories, once registered as RRMs, should be able to send to
ACER all the necessary reportable information, including data and fields that are not required by
EMIR, but should be reported under REMIT. Otherwise, double reporting would not be avoided, as,
given a certain transaction, market participants would be required to twice provide information on it:
first, to the Trade Repository, under EMIR, and then to ACER, integrating the information already
provided with additional fields.

Furthermore, we believe it is absolutely necessary that, whenever possible, standards and formats
required by REMIT reporting match with those used in EMIR reporting and, later, in MiFID/R
reporting. This is the only way forward to guarantee that market participants do not need to duplicate
investments required under different reporting regimes. In this perspective, in several occasions we
have strongly encouraged ACER to coordinate its standards and formats with the ones currently being
developed by the trade repositories currently applying for registrations to ESMA. We also believe that
these standards and formats currently being developed by trade repositories should be subject of a
public consultation where, as market participants that will be heavily impacted by the resulting regime,
we believe we should be involved.

4. How has the sequence in which EU financial services legislation has been developed impacted
your organisation? Please identify the relevant legislation and, where applicable, specific
provisions and explain the nature of the impact.

We believe that it would have been wiser to revise first MiFID. The impact on electricity companies of
other financial regulations such as MAD or EMIR depends very much on MiFID scope and on the
definition of financial instruments in MIFID. For instance, it is indeed very difficult for electricity
companies to assess the impact of EMIR when the definition of financial instruments and the
exemption scope under MiFID II still need to be agreed upon. Most energy companies are currently
exempt from MiFID I. If they were to lose this exemption, they would be classified as financial
institutions and thus be forced to use central clearing for all their OTC standard derivatives trades
(under EMIR) which would nullify the specific provisions for non-financials and to comply with
capital requirements designed for financial institutions (under Capital Requirements Directive) once
the current exemption expires. Moreover, we recall again that if physically settled forwards are to be
classified as financial instruments under MiFID II, this would also imply that the Market Abuse
Directive will apply and not REMIT anymore.

We are also very concerned by the proposal for a financial transaction tax (FTT) currently being
discussed (in the framework of an enhanced cooperation between 11 member states). We are
concerned concerned that the draft directive goes beyond what was originally envisioned and has
widened the tax base to include energy groups which are not financial services companies. Trading
and treasury activities, including hedging activities which reduce risk, are likely to be subject to the
FTT and therefore their cost of risk management activities will increase. Further, there will be
significant indirect costs to the tax from less liquidity and competition in wholesale markets to
additional costs of compliance and systems updates. These costs will ultimately be passed on to the
end consumer through higher energy prices. Furthermore, the FTT proposals to tax exchange traded
physical commodity trades seems to run counter to the current changes in the regulatory environment
such as EMIR which are aimed at moving as much trading as possible onto exchanges.

5. Are there areas of EU financial services where the difference between forms of regulation (non-
binding Code of Conduct or Recommendation to Member States vs legislative proposals) has
affected your activities?

6. How do you think the coherence of EU financial services legislation could be further improved?



Please comment in particular on the extent to which the following would help to improve the
coherence of future EU financial services legislation (please give examples to support your answer
where possible):

a) a framework for legislative reviews or review clauses included in initial pieces of legislation
which link to the reviews of other related legislation?

b) a unified, legally binding code of financial services law?

c) different arrangements within the EU institutions for the handling of legislative proposals
(please specify)?

d) other suggestions?

Ideally we would favour option b) but more realistically we would opt for option a)

7. What practical steps could be taken to better ensure coherence between delegated acts and
technical standards and the underlying "Level 1" text?

It should be ensured to have sufficiently long procedures in ESMA and other dependent agencies,
including public consultations with stakeholders to produce delegated acts and technical standards that
are applicable and coherent with Level 1 text.

We also believe that the European Commission and the legislators should have the opportunity to
“review and correct” Level 2 text. It would allow them to correct some parts of the level 2 text when
they are not consistent with level 1.

For example, we believe that the regulatory technical standards (RTS) prepared by ESMA and which
entered into force in mid-March 2013 present a number of misconceptions/inconsistencies with the
Level 1 text. Those misconceptions/inconsistencies were rightly identified rightly by the ECON
Committee in a motion adopted in February 2013 in an attempt to ask the European Parliament to
reject the RTS.  To mention only one of them, ESMA proposes to implement a clearing threshold
based on general gross positions. We believe this approach is contrary to the purpose of EMIR, which
is to measure the underlying exposure of non-financial counterparties in OTC derivatives and where
such exposure is identified as bearing a potential systemic risk, mitigate this risk. EURELECTRIC
agrees with this purpose and has therefore a strong preference of basing the clearing threshold on a
netted figure. Calculating positions on a net basis would reflect non-financial companies’ exposure to
counterparties in a more realistic way, and would much better represent the actual systemic relevance
of a specific counterparty. It is furthermore consistent with the Level 1 EMIR text which expressly
refers to the “sum of net positions and exposures per counterparty and per class of OTC derivatives”
(Article 10.4.(b)).  According to ESMA, the main reason for favoring “gross” above “net” values is
that the former would be easier to calculate and implement for companies. As calculating netted
exposures is at the basis of even the simplest trading system, we do not feel that this should be a
decisive argument to choose one or the other approach.

8. Which area or specific change would you identify as the highest priority for the 2014-2019
mandate in terms of improving the coherence of EU legislation?

We believe that the key priority for the 2014-2019 should be to work on a workable and appropriate
legislation for non-financial companies and to review and assess current and future financial EU
legislation in order to avoid any unintended and unconsidered negative impact thereof on the real
economy. As mentioned before, EU financial legislation is not designed, nor adequate for electricity
companies and their business, and may severely impact the European wholesale energy market. For



more details, please see our responses to questions 1 and 10.

9. Do you consider that the EU legislative process allows the active participation of all stakeholders
in relation to financial services legislation? What, if any, suggestions do you have for how
stakeholder participation could be enhanced?

See our answer under 7.

10. Do you consider that EU legislators give the same degree of consideration to all business models
in the EU financial sector? Please explain your answer and state any suggestions you have for
ensuring appropriate consideration of different business models in the development of EU
financial services legislation.

As already explained in greater details to the question 1, while EURELECTRIC fully supports the
aims of improving the financial market monitoring and enhancing the robustness of the wide
financial system, EURELECTRIC continues to advocate that energy companies, with a
predominantly physical energy supply business, are substantially different from financial
institutions: energy companies trade exclusively with sophisticated professional counterparties, do
not provide investment services, deal on own account and need to trade in physical and financial
instruments in order to hedge their commercial and industrial risk.

Financial regulation (MiFID, CRD, MAD, EMIR) is not suitable for the energy sector as it has been
designed for financial markets and counterparties and thus could create severe unintended
consequences: higher costs for managing risks related to the commercial activity, higher entry
barriers, lower liquidity and fewer players in the market. The substantial results already achieved in
the energy markets remain fragile, and an unnecessary extension of financial regulation to the
energy sector might reverse them by introducing disproportionate regulation including significant
cash and capital funding requirements higher transaction costs and reduced competition and
flexibility in trading venues. The impact of these new obligations will reduce funds that firms have
available for investment in crucial new energy infrastructure and increase the levels of risk in the
sector by making it more expensive for firms to hedge their commercial risk.

We strongly believe that the best approach for energy and carbon markets is a tailor-made
regulatory framework in which ACER (Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators) and
national regulatory authorities (NRAs) play a central role. Regulation (EU) No 1227/2011 (REMIT)
and transparency guidelines are the appropriate tools. It introduced a framework to regulate insider
dealing and market manipulation tailored on the needs and dynamics of wholesale energy markets.
It is a reasonable and proportionate response because it addresses the only concerns that the energy
market could create to the ‘real economy’.

Note on answering the questions

Please clarify in your answers whether your example relates to financial services legislation in force, or to
proposals still under consideration. For example, if you refer to MiFID as an example, please specify whether
your point relates to Directive 2004/39/EC ("MiFID 1") and accompanying implementing measures, or to the
MiFID 2 negotiations based on Commission proposals COM (2011) 652 and 656.
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